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ABSTRACT

In this paper we consider fractional transforms that are based on cyclic linear transformations, and which have
been actively used during the last decade in optical information processing. Some general algorithms for the
fractionalization of cyclic transforms are discussed. In particular we consider the fractional Fourier transformation
and its relatives (the cosine, sine, Hartley, and Hankel transformation), convolutional transformations like the
Hilbert transformation, and the linear canonical integral transformation. Since many transformations can be
realized in optics using a first-order optical system, we will pay much attention to the fractionalization of the
symplectic ray transformation matrix that characterizes such an optical system. In particular ortho-symplectic
systems – systems whose ray transformation matrix is both symplectic and orthogonal – will turn out to be good
candidates for fractionalization.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The paper is based on some recent review articles on the same subject,1, 2 where many more references can
be found, in particular about applications in optical information processing. With respect to the fractional
Fourier transformation and its relatives, some excellent reviews have been published,3–6 also with reference to
many applications in optics. In the present paper we will mainly focus on possible ways to fractionalize cyclic
transforms that are met in optics.

The paper starts in Section 2 with some preparatory work on three types of transformations: a convolution,
a matrix-vector multiplication, and a general linear integral transformation. In particular we will represent these
transformations in a diagonalized form. In Section 3 we will focus on cyclic transformations, and consider as
examples the ordinary Fourier transformation [7, Chapter 2] and its direct relatives: the cosine and sine, [7,
Chapter 3], and the Hartley [7, Chapter 4] transformations.

Ways to fractionalize transformations that can be diagonalized, are described in Section 4, which forms
the main body of the paper. As an example of a convolution operator, we will consider the fractional Hilbert
transformation [7, Chapter 7]. The canonical fractional Fourier transformer, as it is usually applied in optics, is
the main example of the fractionalization procedure of a matrix-vector multiplication with – in this case – the
ray transformation matrix of such a transformer. With the fractional Fourier transformation properly defined,
we can then immediately consider its relatives: the canonical fractional cosine, sine, Hartley, and Hankel [7,
Chapter 9] transformations. More general ray transformation matrices will then be introduced, in particular
ortho-symplectic matrices. It will be shown that all first-order optical systems whose ray transformation matrices
can be diagonalized, are similar (in the sense of matrix similarity) to the separable fractional Fourier transformer.
This, once again, stresses the important role of the fractional Fourier transformation. A relatively short treatment
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of general integral transformations, in particular transformations with a complete set of eigenfunctions, concludes
this section.

Section 5 deals with fractionalization without the necessity of diagonalization, by expressing the fractionalized
operator in the form of a Fourier series. The procedure is applied again to the Fourier transformation, leading
in a different way to the same results that were derived before.

2. TRANSFORMATIONS IN GENERAL

In this section we do some preliminary work concerning the transformations that we will use in the remainder
of this paper. A general transformation is denoted as

fo(ro) = R [fi(ri)] (ro), (1)

where an operator R works on the input signal fi(r), and the result of the transformation is the output signal
fo(r). We will restrict ourselves to linear transformations. In general, the signal may depend on more than one
variable, typically x and y, combined into a column vector r = (x, y)t. In this paper we will use three different
kinds of transformations: (i) a matrix-vector multiplication, where the operator is described by a matrix T –
typically the ray transformation matrix of a first-order optical system – with eigenvalues λn; (ii) a convolution
of the input signal with a convolution kernel h(r), where the transformation is best described in the Fourier
domain using the kernel’s Fourier transform H(u); and (iii) a general linear integral transformation, where a
kernel R(ro, ri) appears under an integral, and where the key role is again played by its eigenvalues λn.

2.1. Convolution
Let us first consider a special linear integral transformation, the convolution of the input signal fi(r) with a
convolution kernel h(r):

fo(ro) = Rh [fi(ri)] (ro) =
∫ ∞

−∞
h(ro − ri) fi(ri) dri. (2)

A convolution has the harmonic signals exp(i2πutr) as its eigenfunctions, and the kernel’s Fourier transform
H(u) = F [h(r)] (u),

H(u) = F [h(r)] (u) =
∫ ∞

−∞
h(r) exp(−i2πutr) dr, (3)

acts as a set of corresponding eigenvalues. Hence, we have:

Rh

[
exp(i2πutri)

]
(ro) =

∫ ∞

−∞
h(ro − ri) exp(i2πutri) dri = H(u) exp(i2πutro). (4)

The eigenfunctions exp(i2πutr) may act as a basis in which the signal f(r) can be expressed, and the inverse
basis is formed by the functions exp(−i2πutr). We are thus led to the Fourier transform F (u) of f(r), and to
the inverse Fourier transformation

f(r) =
∫ ∞

−∞
{F [f(r)] (u)} exp(i2πutr) du =

∫ ∞

−∞
F (u) exp(i2πutr) du. (5)

We can then write

Rh [fi(ri)] (ro) = Rh

[∫ ∞

−∞
Fi(u) exp(i2πutri) du

]
(ro) =

∫ ∞

−∞
Fi(u)Rh

[
exp(i2πutri)

]
(ro) du

=
∫ ∞

−∞
H(u)Fi(u) exp(i2πutro) du =

∫ ∞

−∞
Fo(u) exp(i2πutro) du = fo(ro), (6)

and we conclude that the Fourier transforms Fi,o(u), which are in fact the projections of f(r) onto the set of
eigenfunctions exp(i2πur), follow a simple multiplication rule, well–known from Fourier theory:

Fo(u) = H(u) Fi(u). (7)



2.2. Matrix-vector multiplication
Let us now turn our attention to a matrix-vector multiplication, where an input column vector fi is multiplied
by a square matrix T to yield the output vector fo:

fo = RT [fi] = Tfi. (8)

If the matrix can be diagonalized, the eigenvectors qn and eigenvalues λn satisfy the relation

RT [qn] = Tqn = λn qn, (9)

which relation is analogous to the one for the eigenfunctions of the convolution, see (4).

The eigenvectors may act as a basis and can be combined (as columns) into a matrix Q. The matrix Q̃ = Q†−1

(where † denotes the combined operation of complex conjugation ∗ and transposition t) then has as its columns
the inverse basis vectors q̃n, with the help of which we can express the signal vector f in the eigenvectors qn,
cf. (5):

f = QQ̃†f =
∑

n

(
q̃†n f

)
qn =

∑
n

fn qn. (10)

On the analogy of (6), we write the decomposition of the vector f into the eigenvector qn,

RT [fi] = RT

[∑
n

fi,n qn

]
=

∑
n

fi,nRT [qn] =
∑

n

λn fi,n qn =
∑

n

fo,n qn = fo (11)

and we have – cf. (7) – the multiplication law for the projections fn =
(
q̃†nf

)
:

fo,n = λn fi,n. (12)

2.3. General integral transformations
A general linear integral transformation would take the form

fo(ro) = R[fi(ri)](ro) =
∫ ∞

−∞
R(ro, ri) fi(ri) dri, (13)

where a kernel R(ro, ri) appears under an integral. We assume that the transformation has a complete set of
eigenfunctions Φn(r) and eigenvalues λn, cf. (4) and (9),

R [Φn(ri)] (ro) = λn Φn(ro), (14)

and that, on the analogy of Q̃†Q = I in Section 2.2, a bi-orthonormal partner set Φ̃n(r) exists:∫ ∞

−∞
Φ̃∗n(r) Φm(r) dr = δnm =

{
1 m = n,
0 m 6= n.

(15)

Taking inner products with the bi-orthonormal partner set Φ̃n(r), we decompose the signal f(r) again in terms
of the eigenfunctions Φn(r), cf. (5) and (10),

f(r) =
∑

n

{∫ ∞

−∞
Φ̃∗n(r) f(r) dr

}
Φn(r) =

∑
n

fn Φn(r), (16)

leading to, cf. (6) and (11),

R [fi(ri)] (ro) = R

[∑
n

fi,n Φn(r)

]
(ro) =

∑
n

fi,nR [Φn(r)] (ro)

=
∑

n

λn fi,n Φn(ro) =
∑

n

fo,n Φn(ro) = fo(ro) (17)

and we have the multiplication law again – cf. (7) and (12) – for the projections, i.e., the expansion coefficients
fi,n and fo,n in this case:

fo,n = λn fi,n. (18)



3. CYCLIC TRANSFORMATIONS

A transformation is N -cyclic if there is an integer number N for which

RN = I : (19)

applying the operator R N times, results in the identity operation. In the case that the transformation can be
reduced to a multiplication by some eigenvalue λn, we clearly have the condition that λn should take the form

λn = exp(i2πkn/N), (20)

where kn is an integer; for a convolution operator we have a similar condition for the frequency function H(u):

H(u) = exp[i2πk(u)/N ], (21)

where k(u) is an integer number (which may depend on the frequency u). We remark that the filter that
corresponds to the convolution, is a phase-only filter.

A basic example of a one-dimensional, 4-cyclic convolution operator is the Hilbert transformation, for which
k(u) = sgn(u) = ±1 for u ≷ 0 and thus H(u) = i sgn(u). The Fourier transformation, with the integral kernel
RF (xo, xi) = exp(−i2πxoxi), is also a 4-cyclic transformation, with eigenvalues kn = −n (n = 0, 1, . . .), and
where the Hermite-Gauss functions Hn(x) = 21/4(2nn!)−1/2Hn(x

√
2π) exp(−πx2), with generating function8

21/4 exp
[
−s2

x + 2sxx
√

2π − πx2
]

=
∞∑

n=0

Hn(x)
(

2n

n!

)1/2

sn
x , (22)

are its eigenfunctions. The polynomials Hn(·) are the Hermite polynomials.8

We remark that if we embed any N -cyclic operator R in between another operator R̃ (whether cyclic or not)
and its inverse R̃−1, the resulting operator R̃−1RR̃ remains N -cyclic. In this respect, we might consider the
process of ‘bringing into diagonal form’ as (a part of) such an operator R̃, and in studying cyclic transformations,
we thus only have to deal with their diagonalized forms, if they exist.

Fourier transformation and its relatives

Let us consider the (one-dimensional) Fourier transformation with integral kernel RF (xo, xi) = exp(−i2πxoxi),

RF [f(xi)](xo) =
∫ ∞

−∞
RF (xo, xi) f(xi) dxi =

∫ ∞

−∞
exp(−i2πxoxi) f(xi) dxi, (23)

in more detail. The kernel RF (xo, xi) can be expressed in terms of its Hermite-Gaussian eigenfunctions Hn(x)
and its eigenvalues λn = exp(−inπ/2):

RF (xo, xi) = exp(−i2πxoxi) =
∞∑

n=0

exp(−inπ/2)Hn(xo)H∗
n(xi). (24)

It is not uncommon to combine terms with the same eigenvalue, for instance as

RF (xo, xi) =
3∑

n=0

exp(−inπ/2)
∞∑

m=o

Hn+4m(xo)H∗
n+4m(xi), (25)

but we remark that there exists an infinite number of possibilities for combination.

For the cosine transformation of a one-sided signal,RC [f(xi)](xo) = RF [f(xi)+f(−xi)](xo), the sine transfor-
mation of such a signal, RS [f(xi)](xo) = iRF [f(xi)−f(−xi)](xo), and the Hartley transformation RH [f(xi)](xo)



of a two-sided signal, we have similar relations:9

RC [f(xi)](xo) =
∫ ∞

0

RC(xo, xi) f(xi) dxi = 2
∫ ∞

0

cos(2πxoxi) f(xi) dxi, (26)

RS [f(xi)](xo) =
∫ ∞

0

RS(xo, xi) f(xi) dxi = 2
∫ ∞

0

sin(2πxoxi) f(xi) dxi, (27)

RH [f(xi)](xo) =
∫ ∞

−∞
RH(xo, xi) f(xi) dxi =

∫ ∞

−∞
[cos(2πxoxi) + sin(2πxoxi)] f(xi) dxi. (28)

We remark that the Hartley transform of a signal f(x) can be expressed in terms of the Fourier transform,

RH [f(xi)](xo) = {exp(iπ/4)RF [f(xi)](xo) + exp(−iπ/4)RF [f(−xi)](xo)} /
√

2, (29)

and also in terms of the cosine and the sine transform of the even and the odd part of f(xi), respectively,
RH [f(xi)](±xo) = RC [fe(xi)](xo)±RS [fo(xi)](xo) (xo ≥ 0). Moreover, the Hartley transform of a real signal is
real, which might be important for an optical realization. In terms of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues, the kernels
read

RC(xo, xi) = 2
∞∑

n=0

exp(−inπ)H2n(xo)H∗
2n(xi), (30)

RS(xo, xi) = 2
∞∑

n=0

exp(−inπ)H2n+1(xo)H∗
2n+1(xi), (31)

RH(xo, xi) =
∞∑

n=0

exp(−inπ)
[
H2n(xo)H∗

2n(xi) +H2n+1(xo)H∗
2n+1(xi)

]
. (32)

Note that the cosine, sine and Hartley transformations are 2-cyclic with eigenvalues ±1, and the terms with the
same eigenvalues could be combined again.

4. FRACTIONALIZATION OF DIAGONALIZABLE TRANSFORMATIONS

We now introduce fractional transformations with fractionalization parameter p and denote them by simply
writing the corresponding operator R to the power p:

fo(ro) = Rp[fi(ri)](ro). (33)

Considered as a function of the fractionalization parameter p, we require the properties of (i) continuity,
(ii) periodicity, Rp = Rp+N , and (iii) additivity, Rp2Rp1 = Rp1+p2 ; and of course, (iv) for integer values of
p = m (m = 0,±1, . . .), we should have simple powers of R, Rm, in particular R1 = R, RN = R0 = I, and
RN−1 = R−1.

4.1. Convolution

Let us first consider a convolution-type fractionalization of the simplest transformation: multiplication by 1. Such
a multiplication can be seen as a convolution, where the convolution kernel is best described by its frequency
function H(u) = 1. After fractionalization of a convolution, H(u) will depend on p, and we write H(p,u). Since
H(p,u) is periodic with N , H(p,u) = H(p + N,u), we can represent it in the form of a Fourier series

H(p,u) =
∑

k

hk(u) exp(i2πkp/N) (34)

for which the coefficients hk(u) should be such that H(m,u) = Hm(u) for m = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.

Now let us look to our special case H(u) = 1; note that the cyclicity N equals 1. An obvious choice for
fractionalization is H(p,u) = exp(i2πp), or, more general, H(p,u) = exp(i2πnp), where H(p,u) does not depend



on u and where n is arbitrary but 6= 0. We have only one harmonic, k = n, which is – moreover – the same for
all values of u, and this choice thus clearly satisfies the property of additivity. But the property of additivity
also holds in the general case (34), as long as there is only one harmonic for each u. So we conclude: for each u,
all coefficients hk(u) should vanish except one, and this non-vanishing one should be equal to 1.

In the general case H(u) = exp[i2πk(u)/N ], the expression (34) still holds, and we now write it in the form

H(p,u) =
N−1∑
k=0

exp(i2πkp/N)
∑

l

hk+lN (u) exp(i2πlp) =
N−1∑
k=0

h̃k(p,u) exp(i2πkp/N) (35)

where we have combined – for a fixed k – all k + lN harmonics to

h̃k(p,u) =
∑

l

hk+lN (u) exp(i2πlp). (36)

From the integer values of p, we get the conditions

H(m,u) = Hm(u) = exp[i2πk(u)m/N ] =
N−1∑
k=0

h̃k(u) exp(i2πkm/N) (m = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1) (37)

with
h̃k(u) =

∑
l

hk+lN (u), (38)

and the sequence of numbers h̃k(u) is thus simply the DFT (the Discrete Fourier Transform) of Hm(u) =
exp[i2πk(u)m/N ]:

h̃k(u) =
1
N

N−1∑
m=0

Hm(u) exp(−i2πkm/N) =
{

1 for k = k(u) modN,
0 for all other values of k. (39)

Additivity is assured again if we choose for each u only one harmonic k from the range k = k(u) modN , say
k = k(u) + l(u)N , while all other harmonics vanish.

Hilbert transformation

Let us apply this procedure to the Hilbert transformation, with cyclicity 4 and k(u) = sgn(u). The sequence
Hm(u) = exp[i2πk(u)m/N ] now reads {1, i sgn(u),−1,−i sgn(u)} for m = {0, 1, 2, 3}, and we find h̃1(u) = 1 for
u > 0 and h̃3(u) = 1 for u < 0. Thus we get one non-vanishing coefficient h1+4l1(u) = 1 for u > 0 and one
non-vanishing coefficient h3+4l3(u) = 1 for u < 0, and the fractional Hilbert transformation is finally defined
as H(p, u) = exp[i(1 + 4l1)pπ/2] for u > 0 and H(p, u) = exp[i(3 + 4l3)pπ/2] for u < 0, where l1 and l3 may
still be chosen arbitrarily. We easily check that H(m,u) = im sgn(u) [and in particular H(1, u) = i sgn(u)
and H(4, u) = 1] and that H(p, u) is additive. The simplest choice now is l1 = 0 and l3 = −1, and we
get H(p, u) = exp[i sgn(u)pπ/2] = cos(pπ/2) + i sgn(u) sin(pπ/2), which shows the closest resemblance to the
ordinary Hilbert transform H(u) = i sgn(u). An optical implementation of this fractional Hilbert transform as a
Van der Lugt phase-only filter was used for edge detection.10, 11

4.2. Matrix-vector multiplication

Fractionalization of the matrix-vector operation is now straightforward. We simply do what we did for the
frequency function H(u) = exp[i2πk(u)/N ], but now for the eigenvalues λn = exp(i2πkn/N), and the role of the
frequency u is now played by the eigenvalue number n. So, for each n we write, cf. (35) and 36),

λn(p) =
∑

k

hn,k exp(i2πkp/N) =
N−1∑
k=0

exp(i2πkp/N)
∑

l

hn,k+lN exp(i2πlp) =
N−1∑
k=0

h̃n,k(p) exp(i2πkp/N). (40)



From the integer values of p, we get the conditions, cf. (37) and (38),

λn(m) = λm
n = exp(i2πknm/N) =

N−1∑
k=0

h̃n,k exp(i2πkm/N) (m = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1) (41)

with
h̃n,k =

∑
l

hn,k+lN , (42)

and the sequence of numbers h̃n,k is simply the DFT of λm
n = exp(i2πknm/N), cf. (39):

h̃n,k =
1
N

N−1∑
m=0

λm exp(−i2πkm/N) =
{

1 for k = (kn modN),
0 for all other values of k. (43)

Additivity is assured again if we choose for each n only one harmonic k from the range k = (kn modN), say
k = kn + lnN , while all other harmonics vanish.

4.2.1. The canonical fractional Fourier transformer

As an example, we consider the (scaled) one-dimensional optical Fourier transformer described by the ray trans-
formation matrix

Tf =
[

0 ρ2

−ρ−2 0

]
=

[
ρ 0
0 ρ−1

] [
0 1
−1 0

] [
ρ−1 0
0 ρ

]
, (44)

where we allow a scaling factor ρ. An optical Fourier transformer is a lossless first-order optical system, and any
such system can be described by its ray transformation matrix,12 which relates the position ri and direction qi

of an incoming ray to the position ro and direction qo of the outgoing ray:[
ro

qo

]
= T

[
ri

qi

]
=

[
A B
C D

] [
ri

qi

]
. (45)

The ray transformation matrix T of such a system is real and symplectic; symplecticity can be expressed elegantly
in the form

T−1 = JTtJ with J = i

[
0 −I
I 0

]
; J = J−1 = J† = −Jt. (46)

We remark that if λ is an eigenvalue of a real symplectic matrix T, then λ∗, 1/λ, and 1/λ∗ are eigenvalues, too.
The proof is easy. From the realness of T, we first conclude that the characteristic equation det(T−λI) = 0 has
real coefficients and that the eigenvalues are thus real or come in complex conjugated pairs: if λ is an eigenvalue,
then λ∗ is an eigenvalue, too. Moreover, from the symplecticity condition T−1 = JTtJ we get

det(T−1 − λI) = det(JTtJ− λI) = det[J(Tt − λI)J] = det(Tt − λI) = det(T− λI),

and we conclude that if λ is an eigenvalue, then 1/λ is an eigenvalue, too. So for 4× 4 symplectic matrices, the
eigenvalues come in a complex quartet (if they are not on the unit circle and not real), or in complex conjugated
pairs (if they are on the unit circle, but not real), or in real pairs (in particular: double if equal to +1 or −1).

Let us now return to the ray transformation matrix Tf of our (one-dimensional) optical Fourier transformer,
whose eigenvalues are λ1,2 = ±i, and which we can write in diagonalized form:

Tf =
[

0 ρ2

−ρ−2 0

]
=

[
ρ iρ

iρ−1 ρ−1

] [
i 0
0 −i

] [
ρ iρ

iρ−1 ρ−1

]−1

. (47)

Clearly, the matrix operator is 4-cyclic, T2
f = −I, T3

f = −Tf , and T4
f = I, which is in agreement with the

eigenvalues λ1,2 = ±i. From the many possibilities to fractionalize the values ±i = exp(±iπ/2), we choose



λ1,2(p) = exp(±ipπ/2), which is the common choice for the fractional Fourier transformer in optics. We then
get the ray transformation matrix

Tf (p) =
[

ρ iρ
iρ−1 ρ−1

] [
exp(ipπ/2) 0

0 exp(−ipπ/2)

] [
ρ iρ

iρ−1 ρ−1

]−1

=
[

cos(pπ/2) ρ2 sin(pπ/2)
−ρ−2 sin(pπ/2) cos(pπ/2)

]
. (48)

Two common optical realisations13 of a fractional optical Fourier transformer with γx = pπ/2 are shown in
Fig. 1, where ρ2 = λ◦f sin γx in set-up (a) and ρ2 = λ◦f tan(γx/2) in set-up (b), with λ◦ the wavelength of the
laser light. Usually we work with normalized variables r and q, and choose ρ = 1, so that the fractional Fourier
transformer corresponds to a rotation in rq-space through an angle γx = pπ/2.

d df

input output
(a)

f fd

input output
(b)

Figure 1. Two simple coherent-optical fractional Fourier transformers13 (a) using one thin (cylindrical) lens with focal
length f , preceded and followed by two identical distances d of free space, and (b) using two identical thin (cylindrical)
lenses with focal lengths f , separated by a distance d. The relation between d, f , and the fractional angle γx = pπ/2
reads d = 2f sin2(γx/2) in both set-ups; the ‘real’ space coordinates in the input and output planes are proportional to xo

and xi, respectively, by the proportionality factor (λ◦f sin γx)1/2 in set-up (a) and [λ◦f tan(γx/2)]1/2 in set-up (b), where
λ◦ is the wavelength of the laser light.

A lossless first-order optical system, described by a symplectic ray transformation matrix T (the ABCD-
matrix), corresponds to a linear canonical transformation. In the case that the matrix B is non-singular, this
transformation can be represented in the form of Collins integral14

fo(ro) = R[fi(ri)](ro) =
exp(iφ)√

det iB

∫ ∞

−∞
fi(ri) exp

[
iπ

(
rt

iB
−1Ari − 2 rt

iB
−1ro + rt

oDB−1ro

)]
dri. (49)

The phase factor exp(iφ) in (49) can be chosen arbitrarily, for instance to make the fractionalized transformation
additive. In the case of the (one-dimensional) fractional Fourier transform we get the expression4–6, 15, 16

Rγx

F [f(xi)](xo) =


exp(iγx/2)√

i sin γx

∫ ∞

−∞
exp

[
iπ

(x2
o + x2

i ) cos γx − 2 xoxi

sin γx

]
f(xi) dxi (γx 6= 0),

f(xo) (γx = 0),

(50)

with fractional angle γx = pπ/2 and where we have chosen the phase angle φ such that the additivity holds:
φ = γx/2. From the many properties of the fractional Fourier transformation we mention the reversion property
Rγx

F [f(−xi)](xo) = Rγx

F [f(xi)](−xo) and the realness property {Rγx

F [f∗(xi)](xo)}
∗ = R−γx

F [f(xi)](xo).

4.2.2. Canonical fractional cosine, sine, Hartley, and Hankel transformations

Now that we have found an expression for the canonical fractional Fourier transformation, we can easily
formulate the expressions for the cosine, sine, and Hartley transformations. From the relations RC [f(xi)](xo) =
RF [f(xi) + f(−xi)](xo) for the cosine transformation and RS [f(xi)](xo) = iRF [f(xi)− f(−xi)](xo) for the sine
transformation, see Section 3, we propose the following fractionalization:

Rγx

C [f(xi)](xo) = Rγx

F [f(xi) + f(−xi)](xo) = Rγx

F [f(xi)](xo) +Rγx

F [f(xi)](−xo), (51)
Rγx

S [f(xi)](xo) = exp(iγx)Rγx

F [f(xi)− f(−xi)](xo) = exp(iγx) [Rγx

F [f(xi)](xo)−Rγx

F [f(xi)](−xo)] , (52)



with xo ≥ 0, or, in a different way: Rγx

F [f(xi)](±xo) = Rγx

C [f(xi)](xo)±exp(−iγx)Rγx

S [f(xi)](xo) (xo ≥ 0). With

k(γx, xo, xi) =
exp(iγx/2)√

i sin γx
exp

[
iπ

(x2
o + x2

i ) cos γx

sin γx

]
, (53)

we can write the kernels Rγx

F , Rγx

C , and Rγx

S of the fractional transformations in the forms

Rγx

F = k(γx, xo, xi) exp(−i2πxoxi/ sin γx), (54)
Rγx

C = 2 k(γx, xo, xi) cos(2πxoxi/ sin γx), (55)
i exp(−iγx) Rγx

S = 2 k(γx, xo, xi) sin(2πxoxi/ sin γx). (56)

The relation RH [f(xi)](±xo) = RC [fe(xi)](xo) ± RS [fo(xi)](xo) (xo ≥ 0), see Section 3, which expresses
the Hartley transform in terms of the cosine and the sine transform of the even and the odd part of f(xi),
respectively, then fractionalizes into

Rγx

H [f(xi)](±xo) = Rγx

C [fe(xi)](xo)±Rγx

S [fo(xi)](xo) (xo ≥ 0) (57)

and the kernel Rγx

H of the fractional Hartley transformation takes the form

Rγx

H = k(γx, xo, xi) [cos(2πxoxi/ sin γx)− i exp(iγx) sin(2πxoxi/ sin γx)] . (58)

We can thus express the fractional Hartley transform directly in terms of the Fourier transform as, cf. (29),

Rγx

H [fi(xi)](xo) = exp(iγx/2) {cos(γx/2)Rγx

F [fi(xi)](xo)− i sin(γx/2)Rγx

F [fi(−xi)](xo)} . (59)

The latter expression immediately leads to an easy optical implementation,2, 17 see Fig. 2.

f(x) >Rγx

F
> exp(iγx/2) >@

@@
> Rπ

F >@
@@

∨
cos(γx/2)

∨

�
��

∨
sin(γx/2)

∨
exp(−iπ/2)

∨
�

��Rγx

H [f(x)] < <

Figure 2. Schematic representation of a fractional Hartley transformer. The setup consists of two fractional Fourier
transformers Rγx

F and Rπ
F , two beam splitters, two mirrors, two absorbing plates cos(γx/2) and sin(γx/2), and two phase

plates exp(iγx/2) and exp(−iπ/2).

A further relative of the fractional Fourier transformation is the fractional Hankel transformation,18–20 which
is in fact a fractional Fourier transformation acting on a rotationally symmetric signal. While the kernel of
the ordinary Hankel transformation R[fi(ri)(ro) =

∫∞
0

R(ro, ri) fi(ri) ri dri reads R(ro, ri) = Jo(2πrori), its
canonically fractionalized version takes the form

Rγ(ro, ri) =
exp(iγ)
i sin γ

exp
[
iπ

(r2
o + r2

i ) cos γ

sin γ

]
Jo

(
2πrori

sin γ

)
= k(γ, xo, xi) k(γ, yo, yi) Jo

(
2πrori

sin γ

)
, (60)

with r2
o,i = x2

o,i + y2
o,i.



4.2.3. Other canonical transformations

As we already mentioned: a lossless first-order optical system, described by an ABCD-matrix, corresponds to
a linear canonical integral transformation. Now that we have properly defined the canonical fractional Fourier
transformation, we can represent the general canonical transformation in the following way:21

fo(ro) = R[fi(ri)](ro) = exp(−iπrt
oGro)/

√
detSRγx,γy

F [fi (Xr(α)ri)]
(
Xr(−β)S−1ro

)
. (61)

This representation corresponds to the first-order optical system with ray transformation matrix

T =
[
A B
C D

]
=

[
I 0
−G I

] [
S 0
0 S−1

] [
Xr(β) 0

0 Xr(β)

] [
Xf (γx, γy) Yf (γx, γy)
−Yf (γx, γy) Xf (γx, γy)

] [
Xr(α) 0

0 Xr(α)

]
, (62)

consisting of a lens and a magnifier with ray transformation matrices[
I 0
−G I

]
and

[
S 0
0 S−1

]
, (63)

respectively, where G and S are symmetric matrices, and a separable fractional Fourier transformer with
fractional angles γx and γy in the x- and the y-direction,

Tf (γx, γy) =
[

Xf (γx, γy) Yf (γx, γy)
−Yf (γx, γy) Xf (γx, γy)

]
=


cos γx 0 sin γx 0

0 cos γy 0 sin γy

− sin γx 0 cos γx 0
0 − sin γy 0 cos γy

 , (64)

embedded in between two rotators with rotation angles α and β, whose ray transformation matrices have the
form

Tr(ϑ) =
[

Xr(ϑ) 0
0 Xr(ϑ)

]
=


cos ϑ sinϑ 0 0
− sinϑ cos ϑ 0 0

0 0 cos ϑ sinϑ
0 0 − sinϑ cos ϑ

 . (65)

This cascade, which is an extension21 of the Iwasawa decomposition22, 23 of a first-order optical system, has a clear
physical interpretation. It starts with a rotator Tr(α) that rotates the coordinate system (both for r and for q)
such that the new axes coincide with the axes of the separable fractional Fourier transformer Tf (γx, γy); the
combination of these two subsystems, Tf (γx, γy)Tr(α), can be considered as a particular non-separable fractional
Fourier transformer, whose axes do not coincide with the x- and the y-axis. The cascade then continues with
the rotator Tr(β), followed by the magnifier S, and concluded by the lens G.

Ortho-symplectic systems

The combination of the separable fractional Fourier transformer embedded in between two rotators is a possible
decomposition of a so-called ortho-symplectic system,23 a system with a ray transformation matrix that is both
symplectic and orthogonal. The ray transformation matrix of such an ortho-symplectic system takes the general
form

T◦ =
[

X Y
−Y X

]
, (66)

where the two matrices X and Y can be combined into one complex matrix U = X + iY that is unitary:
U† = U−1. It is well known that the eigenvalues of a unitary matrix are unimodular, and it is not difficult
to show that when the unitary matrix can be diagonalized with a matrix P, U = PΛP−1, the corresponding
ortho-symplectic matrix can be diagonalized as T◦ = QΛfQ−1:

T◦ =
[

X Y
−Y X

]
=

[
P iP∗

iP P∗

] [
Λ 0
0 Λ∗

] [
P iP∗

iP P∗

]−1

= QΛfQ−1. (67)

As an example, we mention the diagonalization of the fractional Fourier transformer Tf (γx, γy) = QfΛfQ−1
f :



Tf (γx, γy) =
1√
2


1 0 i 0
0 1 0 i
i 0 1 0
0 i 0 1




exp(iγx) 0 0 0
0 exp(iγy) 0 0
0 0 exp(−iγx) 0
0 0 0 exp(−iγy)

√2


1 0 i 0
0 1 0 i
i 0 1 0
0 i 0 1


−1

. (68)

Ortho-symplectic systems are a perfect basis for designing (fractional) cyclic transforms. They are described
by a unitary matrix U = PΛP−1, which can be diagonalized to a matrix Λ – with unimodular diagonal entries
λn = exp(iϕn) – by means of a unitary matrix P. While the unimodular Λ is the unitary representation of
a separable fractional Fourier transformer, the matrix P can also be considered as the unitary representation
of an ortho-symplectic system that is optically realizable. And we thus conclude that any ortho-symplectic
system is similar to a separable fractional Fourier transformation by means of an ortho-symplectic first-order
optical system. To have cyclicity, we only have to require that the fractional angles ϕn have rational relations
to 2π: ϕn = 2πkn/N . Moreover, we can even leave the class of ortho-symplectic systems by embedding the
ortho-symplectic system in between a general first-order system and its inverse, T−1T◦T, but we still have the
property that the overall system is similar to a separable fractional Fourier transformer.

Basic members of the ortho-symplectic class are (i) the separable fractional Fourier transformer, (ii) the
rotator, and (iii) the gyrator, represented by the unitary matrices

Uf (γx, γy) =
[
exp(iγx) 0

0 exp(iγy)

]
, Ur(ϑ) =

[
cos ϑ sinϑ
− sinϑ cos ϑ

]
, and Ug(ϑ) =

[
cos ϑ i sinϑ
i sinϑ cos ϑ

]
, (69)

respectively, but other systems have been proposed, as well. Anyhow, since they all are similar to the separable
fractional Fourier transformer – even with identical fractional angles γx = γy = ϑ in the case of the rotator
Ur(ϑ) and the gyrator Ug(ϑ) – we consider the separable fractional Fourier transformer to be the most basic
one.

Non-orthogonal symplectic systems

Let us call a real symplectic matrix Tu unimodular, if its eigenvalues λn are unimodular. The eigenvalues of a
unimodular real symplectic matrix Tu come in complex conjugated pairs that are located on the unit circle; in
the case of real eigenvalues (+1 or −1), they necessarily occur double, with a possibility that the matrix cannot
be diagonalized (like for a lens and for a section of free space, for instance). If the unimodular matrix Tu can
be diagonalized, Tu = QuΛfQ−1

u , its diagonal form can be represented as

Λf =
[

Λ 0
0 Λ∗

]
, (70)

where all eigenvalues λn are on the unit circle. We saw before, see (67), that this is the diagonalized form
of an ortho-symplectic matrix T◦ that can be diagonalized to Λf , and we might as well choose the separable
fractional Fourier transformer QfΛfQ−1

f , see (68), to be this ortho-symplectic system. We thus conclude that
any diagonalizable unimodular real symplectic matrix is similar to a separable fractional Fourier transformer:
Tu = QuQ−1

f QfΛfQ−1
f QfQ−1

u = MTfM−1, with M = QuQ−1
f . This, once more, stresses the importance of

the separable fractional Fourier transformer. From the symplecticity of Tu, we derive that Qu can be constructed
such that it is symplectic; M is thus symplectic, as well. Moreover, from the unimodularity of Tu, we derive
that the symplectic matrix Qu can be constructed such that M is real. See the Appendix for more details.

If M is a real symplectic ray transformation matrix – and thus an ABCD-matrix of the form (45) – an
orthonormal set of eigenfunctions of the system Tu = MTfM−1 can then be given explicitly, based on the
fact that the separable Hermite-Gauss functions Hn,m(r) = Hn(x)Hm(y) are eigenfunctions of the separable
fractional Fourier transformer Tf (γx, γy). These eigenfunctions, Φn(r) = HM

n,m(r), are determined by their
generating function24, 25

21/2√
det(A + iB)

exp
[
−st (A + iB)−1 (A− iB) s + 2 st (A + iB)−1 r

√
2π − πrt (D− iC) (A + iB)−1 r

]
=

∞∑
n=0

∞∑
m=0

HM
n,m(r)

(
2n+m

n!m!

)1/2

sn
xsm

y (71)



with s = (sx, sy)t, where A, B, C, and D are the submatrices that constitute the matrix M; an explicit form for
these functions has also been derived.25 That HM

n,m(r) are eigenfunctions can easily be seen as follows.24 If we
apply the functions HM

n,m(r) to the cascade MTfM−1, the system M−1 will transform them into Hermite-Gauss
functions Hn,m(r), which then pass the separable fractional Fourier transformer Tf only to be multiplied by a
phase factor. The system M finally transforms the Hermite-Gauss functions back into HM

n,m(r). Note that the
Hermite-Gauss functions Hn,m(r) themselves arise from the generating function (71) for M = I, see also (22).
If, moreover, M corresponds to an ortho-symplectic system with unitary representation Q = A + iB = D− iC,
the exponent in the generating function (71) reduces to exp

[
−(Q∗s)t(Q∗s) + 2(Q∗s)tr

√
2π − πrtr

]
, from which

we conclude that an ortho-symplectic system does not change the Gaussian dependence on r: exp(−πrtr).

4.3. General operators

For general operators with a complete set of eigenfunctions, we can act as we did for the matrices, see Section 4.2.
The eigenvalues λn = exp(i2πkn/N) are again the important factors. We will show the technique on the Fourier
transformation, which is 4-cyclic with eigenvalues λn = exp(−i2πn/4) and hence kn = −n. So, in fractionalizing
the n-th eigenvalue to λn(p) = exp(ikpπ/2), we choose the harmonic k = (kn mod4) + 4ln = (−n mod4) + 4ln.
One obvious choice for ln would be such that k = (4 − n mod4) and thus λn(p) = exp[i(4 − n mod4)pπ/2];
this leads to the fractional Fourier transformation proposed by Shi,26 and corresponds to fractionalization of the
Fourier transformation in the representation (25). Another obvious choice for ln would be such that k = kn = −n
and thus λn(p) = exp(−inpπ/2); this leads to the canonical fractional Fourier transformation as used in optics,
see Section 4.2.1, and corresponds to fractionalization of the Fourier transformation in the representation (24).

We could, of course, treat the canonical integral transformation from Section 4.2.3 also in the way as described
here. In this respect it is worthwhile to know that the canonical integral transformation is unitary, i.e., that
inner products of input signals have the same values as the inner products of their corresponding output signals:∫

f1,i(ri)f∗2,i(ri)dri =
∫

f1,o(ro)f∗2,o(ro)dro. (72)

This can be proved by using the symplecticity property of the ray transformation matrix, and is caused by
the losslessness of the optical system. Analogous to the fact that the eigenvectors qn of a unitary matrix U
are orthogonal, the eigenfunctions Φn(r) of a unitary integral transformation are orthogonal, as well, and thus
identical to its bi-orthonormal partner set: Φ̃n(r) = Φn(r).

5. FRACTIONALIZATION WITHOUT DIAGONALIZATION

If we cannot diagonalize the operator, there are still ways to fractionalize it. We will demonstrate this on the
matrix-vector multiplication, but it works equally well for other types of transformations.

Let us try to fractionalize the matrix T into a matrix T(p). Since T(p) is a periodic function of p with period
N , we write again the Fourier series, cf. (34),

T(p) =
∑

k

tk exp(i2πkp/N), (73)

where tk is a set of matrices that act as the Fourier coefficients. From the additivity property T(p2)T(p1) =
T(p1 + p2) we directly derive that the matrices tk should satisfy the orthogonality condition tmtn = tmδm,n.

We now write, cf. (35) and (36),

T(p) =
∑

k

tk exp(i2πkp/N) =
N−1∑
k=0

t̃k(p) exp(i2πkp/N) (74)

with
t̃k(p) =

∑
l

tk+lN exp(i2πlp). (75)



From the integer values of p, we get the conditions, cf. (37) and (38),

T(m) = Tm =
N−1∑
k=0

t̃k exp(i2πkm/N) (m = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1) (76)

with
t̃k =

∑
l

tk+lN , (77)

and the solution of this set of equations is given by the DFT of Tm, cf. (39):

t̃k =
1
N

N−1∑
m=0

Tm exp(−i2πkm/N). (78)

Note, moreover, that if tk = t∗−k for all k, the resulting matrix T(p) is real; this is important when we are dealing
with an optical realization for which we need a real symplectic ray transformation matrix.

5.1. Restriction to exactly N elements
As before, we suppose that for every k only one element from the set tk+lN contributes to t̃k, the element with
number k + lkN , say. We can then write

T(p) =
N−1∑
k=0

tk+lkN exp[i2π(k + lkN)p/N ] =
1
N

N−1∑
m=0

Tm
N−1∑
k=0

exp(−i2πkn/N) exp[i2π(k + lkN)p/N ] (79)

and the second summation
N−1∑
k=0

exp(−i2πkn/N) exp[i2π(k + lkN)p/N ] acts as a kernel with which the function

T(p) is constructed by interpolating it between its known values T(m) = Tm (m = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1) at integer
values of p. For lk = 0 (k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1), the kernel takes the form27

sin[π(p−m)]
sin[π(p−m)/N ]

exp[iπ(N − 1)(p−m)/N ]. (80)

This particular kernel corresponds to the choice with the elements tk located at k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. For odd
N , we can get rid of the phase factor exp[iπ(N − 1)(p − m)/N ], by choosing the elements at the positions
k = 0,±1, . . . ,±(N − 1)/2, which corresponds to the most band-limited interpolation of a periodic function:28

T(p) =
1
N

N−1∑
m=0

sin[π(p−m)]
sin[π(p−m)/N ]

T(m). (81)

This might also be possible to do for even N , if t̃0 = 0.

5.2. The optical Fourier transformer again
As an example, let us consider the 4-cyclic Fourier transformation matrix Tf again, with T2

f = −I, T3
f = −Tf ,

and T4
f = I. We find

t̃0 =
[

0 0
0 0

]
, t̃1 =

1
2

[
1 −iρ2

iρ−2 1

]
, t̃2 =

[
0 0
0 0

]
, t̃3 =

1
2

[
1 iρ2

−iρ−2 1

]
, (82)

and verify the orthogonality t̃mt̃n = t̃mδm,n, and we choose the symmetric version

t1 =
1
2

[
1 −iρ2

iρ−2 1

]
, t−1 =

1
2

[
1 iρ2

−iρ−2 1

]
. (83)

The fractionalized matrix Tf (p) now takes the form

Tf (p) = t1 exp(ipπ/2) + t−1 exp(−ipπ/2) =
[

cos(pπ/2) ρ2 sin(pπ/2)
−ρ−2 sin(pπ/2) cos(pπ/2)

]
(84)

as we found before in Section 4.2.1. Note that the matrix Tf (p) is real, in agreement with the property t1 = t∗−1.



6. CONCLUSION

After some preparatory work on transformations in general and on cyclic operators in particular, we have
directed our attention to fractionalization of cyclic transformations. Starting with the convolution operator, we
have shown a way for fractionalization and have applied it to find the fractional Hilbert transformation. The
fractionalization of matrices – in particular symplectic matrices, corresponding to first-order optical systems –
led to the fractional Fourier transformation and its relatives: the fractional cosine, sine, Hartley, and Hankel
transformations. Fractionalization of symplectic matrices has then been extended to ortho-symplectic matrices,
which are both symplectic and orthogonal. It was shown that these matrices are perfectly suited for fraction-
alization, and that they are all similar (in the sense of matrix similarity) to the separable fractional Fourier
transformer. It was also shown that all symplectic matrices with unimodular eigenvalues are similar to such a
separable fractional Fourier transformer, albeit not always by means of an optical realizable (i.e., real) symplectic
matrix. A short treatment of general integral transformations, in particular unitary ones, followed by a way to
fractionalize transformations without the need of diagonalizing them, has concluded the paper.

APPENDIX

Let qn be a (complex-valued) eigenvector of the (possibly complex) symplectic matrix T with (complex-valued)
eigenvalue λn: Tqn = qnλn. We consider the inner product qt

nJqm = −qt
mJqn and get

λnqt
nJqmλm = (Tqn)tJ(Tqm) = qt

n(TtJT)qm = qt
nJqm,

where we have used the symplecticity property TtJT = J. Hence, (λnλm−1)qt
nJqm = 0. We conclude that the

inner product qt
nJqm vanishes, except in the case of two ‘partner’ eigenvectors qn and qm = q̃n, i.e., the pair of

eigenvectors qn and q̃n with eigenvalues λn and λ̃n that are each others’ inverses: λnλ̃n = 1. Note that the case
qt

nJq̃n = 0 cannot occur, because this would mean that q̃n is a linear combination of all the other eigenvectors,
in which case the set of eigenvectors would not have full rank. Since we have freedom in choosing the lengths of
the eigenvectors, we may choose them such that the inner product of each pair of partner eigenvectors becomes
−i: qt

nJq̃n = −i. With a proper ordering of the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors, the eigenvalue matrix Λ and
the eigenvector matrix Q will then be symplectic: QtJQ = J.

In the case that the symplectic matrix T = Tu is real and unimodular, the eigenvector qn [with eigenvalue
λn = exp(iϕn)] and its partner q̃n [with eigenvalue λ̃n = 1/λn = exp(−iϕn) = λ∗n] are related to each other as
q̃n ∝ iq∗n. This can directly be seen from the fact that for a real symplectic matrix T we have: if Tqn = λnqn

then Tq∗n = λ∗nq∗n; and for unimodularity we have the additional property that λ∗n = 1/λn = λ̃n. We assume
again that the lengths of the eigenvectors have been chosen such that qt

nJq̃n = −i, in which case we have
q̃n = iq∗n. We now arrange the eigenvalues into a diagonal matrix Λf and the eigenvectors into a matrix Qu as
follows:

Λf =
[

Λ 0
0 Λ∗

]
and Qu =

1√
2

[
a + ib i(a + ib)∗

c + id i(c + id)∗

]
.

We then have the relation Tu = QuΛfQ−1
u . Qu can now be written in the form of the product

Qu =
[

a b
c d

]
1√
2

[
I iI
iI I

]
≡ MQf with M =

[
a b
c d

]
and Qf =

1√
2

[
I iI
iI I

]
,

so that we have Tu = QuΛfQ−1
u = MQfΛfQ−1

f M−1 = MTfM−1. Symplecticity of the (real) matrix M
follows directly from the symplecticity of the (complex) matrix Qu.
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